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Last time …

• In Nature, RNA interacts with both small molecules and proteins

• The 3D structure of the RNA permit stabilizing atomic contacts to be
made

• Subtle differences in RNA 3D structure can lead to distinct binding
partner interactions

tRNA::aaRS
23S rRNA: erythromycin

• Can we discover novel RNA
molecules that interact with
any target of interest?



Today’s Objectives

• Better conceptualize the SELEX process for selecting
RNA aptamers with desired binding affinity

• Understand some basic principles influencing RNA
library design

– Appreciate how practical issues shape library architecture

– Understand the concept of library diversity

– Appreciate the limitations in building an ideal library



Discovering your desired RNA

1. Design-oriented approach

2. Selection-based approach



Discovering your desired RNA
“Design-oriented approach”

Decide on target function

Design specific RNA to
meet function

Requires

1. A priori knowledge of target RNA
structure required for function

2. Ability to predict RNA structure
based on simple inputs (e.g.
sequence)

Challenges

1. Difficult to predetermine the
RNA structure required for
function

2. Cannot robustly use linear RNA
sequence information to
completely infer:

• Structure

• Function



Discovering your desired RNA
“Selection-oriented approach”

Requires:

1. Access to a sufficiently diverse
RNA pool
• Increased probability that the

desired activity is present

2. Effective strategy for eliminating
“losers” and enriching for
“winners”Isolate RNA with

desired activity

Query RNA pool
(Apply selection pressure)

Decide on target function



Discovering your desired RNA
“Selection-oriented approach”

Advantages

1. No a priori knowledge of structure <=>
function relationship required

2. Function drives emergence of a
solution
• By default, “winner” RNA has the

requisite structure for function!
Isolate RNA with
desired activity

Query RNA pool
(Apply selection pressure)

Decide on target function

Presently tenable



Discovering RNA with novel properties
• SELEX

– Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential
enrichment

• A selection-based strategy

Larry Gold
(U. Colorado)

Jack Szostak
(Harvard U.)

C. Tuerk and L. Gold; Science; 249 (4968), 505-510, 1990.
A.D. Ellington and J.W. Szostak; Nature; 346 (6287), 818-822, 1990.

= AptamerIsolate RNA with
desired binding activity

Query RNA pool
(Apply selection pressure)

Decide on target
– Derived from latin word
“aptus” meaning “to fit”

– RNA aptamer = RNA
derived from a large pool
having specific binding
affinity for a target
molecule



SELEX: The process (simply)

• Materials:
– Target of interest

– RNA library

• Need strategies for:
– Exposing target to library

– Eliminating non-binders
(partitioning step)

– Recovering binders

– Expanding recovered pool
after each round

Target
e.g. heme

Eliminate “undesirables”
(Non-binders)

RNA library

Recover “desirables”
(Binders = Aptamers)

Interact

Iterate



Conceptualizing SELEX

Majors
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24

Student major dictates
which books will be in

demand

Molecular targets
e.g. heme

Populate library with “books”
expected to be in demand by

students

Book collection =
RNA sequence

collection

Barton
Strategy for efficiently

querying the MIT Collections

History

Science

Engineering

Philosophy

Book X
Sub-topic Book Y

Book Z

SELEX
Strategy for efficiently

querying your RNA library
Book {x,y,z} =

Aptamer



Target selection

Target

Eliminate “undesirables”
(Non-binders)

RNA library

Recover “desirables”
(Binders = Aptamers)

Interact

Iterate



Target selection

C. Tuerk and L. Gold; Science; 249 (4968), 505-510, 1990.
A.D. Ellington and J.W. Szostak; Nature; 346 (6287), 818-822, 1990.

RNA binding to protein
RNA binding to small
molecule organic dyes

Cibracon Blue

T4 DNA polymerase
Residues 1-388
(www.rcsb.org)

• The (mostly) trivial part
• Driven by investigator’s interest(s)Target



The RNA Library
RNA library

Target
e.g. heme

Eliminate “undesirables”
(Non-binders)

Recover “desirables”
(Binders = Aptamers)

Interact

Iterate



The RNA Library (abstracted)
RNA library

• One library per target or one
library for all targets

• Balance between “useful”
and “useless” library
members

• Maximizing “useful” collection
within space constraints

Building a Library

Design
Principles

Technical
Considerations

• Stability during storage
• Synthesizing library at

reasonable costs
• Availability of efficient

methods for manipulating
library

• Overall, library must be in a technical format compatible with all the
steps involved in SELEX



Technical considerations
• Stability during storage

– DNA versus RNA?

– DNA is more stable than RNA

• RNA much more susceptible to hydrolysis than DNA;
– Divalent metal catalyzed

• RNA highly susceptible to ubiquitous RNases

– DNA is an excellent long-term form for stably storing library



Technical considerations
• Synthesis costs

– DNA

– DNA oligo 100 bases long
– 1 µmol scale

Cost = 100 bases x $1.95/base
= $ 195

www.idtdna.com



Technical considerations
• Synthesis costs

– RNA oligo 100 bases long
– 1 µmol scale

Cost = 100 bases x $18/base = $ 1800

www.idtdna.com



Technical considerations
• Stability during storage

– DNA is an excellent long-term form for stably storing library

• Cost of synthesis

– DNA is more cost-effective and technically simpler to synthesize than RNA

• Two very compelling technical reasons for choosing DNA as the
storage medium for your library!



SELEX: The process (simply)

Target
e.g. heme

Eliminate “undesirables”
(Non-binders)

RNA library

Recover “desirables”
(Binders = Aptamers)

Interact

Iterate

1. How do we derive
the RNA library
from our original DNA
library?

2. How do we amplify
the surviving RNA
library between
selection rounds?

DNA library



SELEX: DNA Library --> RNA Library & Back
• Original library
• Chemically synthesized
• Single stranded DNA

Reverse primer

Forward primer

PCR

• Buffer
• Template
• Primers
• dNTPs
• Taq DNA polymerase

In vitro
transcription

• Buffer
• Template
• NTPs
• T7 RNA polymerase

RT-PCR

ssDNA

• Single stranded RNA
• Ready for SELEXssRNA

• Double stranded DNAdsDNA



In vitro transcription

dsDNA

In vitro
transcription

• Buffer
• Template
• NTPs
• T7 RNA polymerase

T7
promoter

ssRNA

T7 RNAP in complex with its promoter
PDB (www.rcsb.org)

transcribe

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGUACUU… ssRNA

T7 promoter

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTACTT…
DNA sense strand



SELEX: The process (simply)

Target
e.g. heme

Eliminate “undesirables”
(Non-binders)

RNA library

Recover “desirables”
(Binders = Aptamers)

Interact

Iterate

1. How do we derive
the RNA library
from our original DNA
library?

2. How do we amplify
the surviving RNA
library between
selection rounds?

DNA library✔

✔



Overall architecture of ds DNA library

T7 promoter

Fixed sequence
Region 1

Fixed sequence
Region 2

• Technical constraints dictate this architecture

How do we achieve variability between individual library members?

Variable Region
(at population level)

– Sequence distinguishes
one library member from the other!

Member 1

Member 2

Member 3

Member 4

Member N• Each library member has a unique, defined sequence

• Members differ from each other in the variable region



How do you synthesize such a library?
• DNA synthesis is automated

– Program machine to add a specified
base at a specified position

– How do you build your target library?

Member 1

Member 2

Member 3

Member 4

Member N

•
•
•

•
•
•



Exactly as you thought!

• For fixed regions:
– Specify a single nucleotide to be added at that position

• In the variable region:

– Mix the four nucleotides in equal “reactivity” proportions

– Equal chance of either A, G, T or C being added at that position

– Many distinct DNA oligonucleotides are being simultaneously
synthesized



SELEX: The process (simply)

Target
e.g. heme

Eliminate “undesirables”
(Non-binders)

RNA library

Recover “desirables”
(Binders = Aptamers)

Interact

Iterate

Now, that we understand the
technical constraints for
manipulating our library:

– How do we achieve the
higher-level desired properties?

DNA library



The RNA Library (abstracted)

• One library per target or one
library for all targets

• Balance between “useful” and
“useless” library members

• Maximizing “useful” collection
within space constraints

Building a Library

Design
Principles

Technical
Considerations

• Stability during storage
• Synthesizing library at

reasonable costs
• Availability of efficient

methods for manipulating
library

• Now, let’s think about what we
want in our library!

✔


